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Bulletin: 4
What people have told us about their experience of ACE
Nicki It is clear from what S
says and from my own team’s
feedback that you have offered
a compassionate, caring, and
professional service to S which
has enabled the experience of
contact through the Letterbox
scheme. This is a sensitive
situation, and he has asked me
to pass on his thanks and gratitude for your continuing commitment.

Hannah - We couldn’t have
asked for a better social
worker. You are fantastic at
your job. Thankyou for making our dreams come true

We are so grateful to
Sarah for being so thorough and compassionate and to ACE for the
support you are giving

Thank you for the presentation last
night. It was the perfect balance of
information and professionalism but
with a lot of passion and emotion, we
came away knowing so much more
about the process and also what the
team is like and how deeply you feel
about adoption.

From Jesse Norman
Member of Parliament
Hereford and South Herefordshire

Excuse me for being sentimental, but
DDP has inspired me to embrace the
fact I have emotions and it is okay to let them
out. Honestly everyone I have had the pleasure of
working with on the South Team have been
amazing, I can’t thank you all enough. From coworking to answering the simplest of questions,
you’ve all been great.
From A (student in ACE)

Jessica understood our family,
was able to help us improve as
adopted parents, she is superefficient and has excellent
communication skills

Hello Ruba I have a
letter for A and can I
just say thank you so
much for making
this happen!!

Emily we just wanted to say a massive
thankyou for all you hard work and support
so far - we couldn’t have hoped for a better
social worker

ACE—Together we build strong families
To find out more about adoption and how to become an adoptive parent visit aceadoption.com

